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The wireless industry continues to be driven by the increased 
demand for capacity and bandwidth, as well as the constant 
need to decrease costs and time to market. Meanwhile, new 
and emerging technologies like 5G and IoT present additional 
network opportunities and challenges. Those who design, 
engineer and deploy network sites, in all their forms, are on 
the front lines of these changes.

CommScope is your eyes and ears in the field. We see the 
changes before they affect you and are constantly working 
to keep you better equipped, better informed and one step 
ahead. Our technical insight and long-range perspective are 
the result of over 40 years of proven experience.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Efficiently meeting subscribers’ traffic demands has 
been a never-ending major challenge for cellular 
operators. Network congestion not only reduces 
revenue, it frustrates customers and leads to costly 
churn. To meet the increasing demand for data, many 
networks are turning to site densification, boosting 
the number of cells per square kilometer. But, as the 
distance between macro sites decreases, the amount  
of signal overlap and interference increases.

One very attractive solution is small cells. Small cells allow operators 

to address issues—such as capacity, coverage, latency and spectrum 

availability—at the precise location the problems exist. True to 

their name, small cells are compact, low-profile units with a lower 

equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP). This enables operators 

to reuse precious spectrum with greater efficiency and a minimum of 

interference. In other words, small cells are well suited to help  

operators solve many of their densification problems. Recent market 

forecasts indicate that operators are re-thinking their small cells  

strategy to do just that.   

The 2018 Small Cell Market Status Update Report shows that, in 

2015, 43 percent of the world’s small cells were used in non-dense 

environments to plug coverage or capacity gaps; only 23 percent  

were deployed to create dense or hyperdense environments.  

By 2025, however, 78 percent of all small cells are expected to be  

used for densification. The total market for small cells is growing  

just as dramatically. 

By 2025, the report forecasts a reverse in the trend, with 78 percent  

of new deployments in dense or hyperdense environments, and  

only 4 percent in non-dense, with an overall installed base reaching 

70.2 million cells. 

5G Small cells deployment and Installed base
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Figure 4.1: Small Cell Forum, Dec. 2018
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Figure 4.2: Small Cell Forum, Dec. 2018 
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Small cell hardware
When speaking about small cells, one of the basic challenges is  

how to define them. How small is a small cell? The hardware is 

usually classified by its baseband processing capacity, transmit  

power and antenna type. Table 4.1 shows some further 

classifications and common terminologies in the industry.

Small cell use cases
Small cells can locally address capacity needs for both 

outdoor and indoor hotspots. Metro or micro types are 

typically found outdoors, while femtos and picos are mostly 

used indoors. 

In some high-traffic indoor venues, like large shopping 

malls, operators deploy a second layer of small cells on top 

of an existing passive distributed antenna system (DAS). This 

enables them to support higher MIMO schemes without 

increasing the amount of DAS infrastructure required. 

In outdoor environments, small cells play a critical role 

as networks continue to progress toward a more fully 

realized vision of 5G. Gigabit LTE is an important milestone 

along the way. As the name implies, Gigabit LTE enables 

peak throughput speeds exceeding 1 Gbps. Supporting it 

Class Capacity (users) TX Power Antenna

Femto <32 20–24 dBm Internal

Pico 32–128 24–30 dBm Mostly internal

Micro/metro 128–256 30–37 dBm Internal or small 
external

Table 4:1: Small cell classes

Figure 4.3: Ericsson and Huawei small cells examples

Figure 4.4: OneCell network architecture
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CommScope’s OneCell® illustrates how small 
cells are evolving to help operators better support 
wireless users indoors. Using a unique C-RAN 
architecture, OneCell connects multiple distributed 
radio points via standard Ethernet cabling to a 
centralized baseband controller. LTE scheduling 
takes place in the baseband controller, creating a 
single physical cell ID across all radio points. This 
eliminates border interference and the need for 
handovers within the coverage area. OneCell also 
employs sophisticated coordination across radio 
points, enabling simultaneous re-use of physical 
resource blocks (PRB) in different parts of the 
building. This increases spectral efficiency and 
system capacity.

requires 4x4 MIMO, three- component carrier aggregation, 

and 256 QAM performance. This means small cells deployed 

for capacity must support multi bands, higher MIMO schemes 

and, in some cases, resource sharing. CommScope’s small cell 

antennas portfolio enables operators to check all three boxes.
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Enhancing coverage
Besides capacity, small cells are also useful for improving coverage. 

For instance, in remote, low-traffic regions or null areas between 

macros sectors, outdoor metro cells deploy quickly and deliver 

excellent results. When deployed in higher traffic urban areas, these 

same solutions also help boost indoor coverage—especially when 

equipped with omni antennas. 

Due to their small size and weight, metro cells are also being used 

for more specialized applications. For example, when installed in 

mid-sized vehicles and backhauled using automatic tracking satellite 

dishes, metro cells can be used for military applications. 

Femto cells have also been extensively used to address indoor 

coverage issues by many operators around the globe. A typical 

femto cell is usually backhauled over the user’s internet connection 

and looks similar to a Wi-Fi access point. This also makes it a very 

cost-efficient solution in some markets.

Another practical strategy for solving outdoor coverage and capacity 

challenges involves an outdoor DAS such as CommScope’s outdoor 

DAS, shown in Figure 4.5. Remote radios are distributed over a fiber 

network and connected to a centralized base station. Each remote 

radio provides multiband, multi technology and multi operator 

support. The compact size and simplified deployment make this 

solution well suited for installations inside street furniture or other 

space-constrained structures.

Centralized
RAN Master Unit

600-800 m
coverage

Camouflage
antenna

Fiber-optic
network

Up to 40-kilometer radius from BTS hotel location

Remote 
unit

Figure 4.5: Outdoor DAS architecture
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Improved latency
It is no secret that low latency and edge computing applications are 

increasing in importance. The ITU (International Telecommunication 

Union) has set a stringent target of 1 ms latency for its 5G IMT2020 

requirements. 

Two of the most common approaches for improving latency are:  

1) extending fiber to the edge or 2) bringing the radios as close 

to the user as possible. One of the major challenges in moving 

the radios closer to users is ensuring reliability of the physical 

connections while accelerating speed and ease of installation.  

Widely driven by CommScope, recent developments in hardened 

multi-fiber connectivity are making it easier and less costly to  

reduce network latency.

For example, CommScope has designed hardened, pre-

connectorized, multiple fiber drops from the fiber network 

demarcation point to the metro cell. As shown in Figure 4.6, 

the fiber backbone terminates inside the handhole (demarcation 

point) into a connectorized flexible service terminal (FST) 

or multiport HMFOC terminal (MHT). Hardened, multi-fiber 

connectors inside the terminals eliminate splicing and enable  

plug-and-play connectivity.

Drop cables equipped with HFMOC or Optitap™ compatible 

connectors can be quickly connected between the FST or MHT and 

the fiber termination point on the metro cell. The example (shaded 

gray) in Figure 4.6 is an HMFOC-to-LC duplex drop cable, which is 

available with armoring.

Figure 4.6: CommScope fiber connectivity solutions
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Spectrum offloading
As previously noted, one of the biggest advantages of small cells is 

tighter frequency re-use and the resulting increase in capacity. Bands 

above 1 GHz make better candidates for such deployments as they 

fade faster, provide a more controlled coverage pattern, and create 

less interference for neighboring cells. This capacity-generating 

ability enables operators to offload traffic from more congested 

areas of their network and improve quality of service and spectral 

efficiency. The question then becomes, which networks can be used 

to carry the offloaded traffic? Two good alternatives have emerged.

Unlicensed bands
Data traffic is constantly rising while revenue per MB continues to 

fall. The use of unlicensed bands for small cells is emerging as an 

attractive and cost-effective solution for offloading traffic. Evolving 

standards around this application include Licensed Assisted Access 

(LAA), LTE-WLAN aggregation (LWA) and muLTEfire.

5G bands
As the industry moves toward 5G, channel bandwidths of 100 

MHz and more are needed per operator. Traditional spectral bands 

cannot accommodate such allocations without carrier aggregation. 

One alternative is to move into the higher bands, with the 3.5 GHz 

and mmWave bands being the most likely candidates. However, 

attenuation for such bands is much higher. In the existing macro 

networks, site-to-site distances will result in inter-cell coverage gaps. 

To address this problem, operators are looking at using massive 

MIMO at macro sites and/or deploying small cells nearby. 

The CommScope small cell antenna portfolio includes a variety 

of models. Figure 4.7 shows the profile and port layout for the 

CommScope V4SSPP-360S-F. This 16-port small cell antenna covers 

the existing 4G bands, new 5G bands, as well as the unlicensed 

bands. It features eight ports that support the 1,695–2,690 MHz 

band, four ports for the 3,300–3,800 MHz band and four ports for 

the 5,150–5,925 MHz band. Figure 4.7: CommScope V4SSPP-360S-F 16-port  
small cell antenna
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Small cell deployment challenges
Despite their advantages, small cells present network 

operators with significant challenges regarding 

deployment. In a 2018 survey by the Small Cells Forum, 

78 MNOs were asked to name their top three barriers 

to small cell. The results, summarized in Figure 4.8, 

show that uncertainty regarding TCO (19 percent), site 

acquisition issues (16 percent), and potential interference 

with the macro layer (13 percent) as the major obstacles. 

However, in developing countries—where stable 

commercial utility power and fiber reach for backhaul 

are still largely inadequate—the obstacles to small cell 

deployment are much higher.

Immature automation/
virtualization 6%

Hetnet Interoperability 7%

Equipment Approvals 7%

Site Approvals 8%

Backhaul Cost and 
Availability 9%

Ability to monetise via 
new services 12%

Wifi Interworking 3%

TCO uncertainty 19%

Site Cost and  
Availability 16%

Macro Interworking 13%

Figure 4.8: SCF deployment barriers survey 2018

MNO’s small cell concerns include total cost 
of ownership, site acquisition issues and 
potential macro layer interference. 
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Figure 4.9: Top, middle, bottom and integrated pole solutions

Metro cell concealment solutions
The Small Cells Forum survey makes clear that small cell site 

acquisition and equipment approval are primary concerns for 

MNOs. These concerns are hardly unfounded. FCC Chairman  

Ajit Pai said: “We shouldn’t apply burdensome rules designed  

for 100-foot towers to small cells the size of a pizza box.”  

But changing the zoning regulations to speed deployment  

will take time.

Meanwhile, CommScope has been developing a variety of metro 

cell concealment solutions to help operators accelerate the site 

acquisition and deployment process. Three of these practical 

workarounds, shown in Figure 4.9, are designed to integrate the 

small cell radios and antennas inside the top, middle, bottom, 

or integrated throughout a section of a piece of street furniture 

such as a streetlamp post. Such solutions not only make the 

process of acquisition and approval much easier; it secures the 

communications hardware from vandalism or theft.
Well-designed metro cell concealment 
solutions can accelerate network deployment 
without intruding on the environment. 
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Interference control
Interference control is important for maximizing the operational 

efficiency of outdoor metro cells. It is also an important requirement 

for supporting the 256 QAM functionality necessary for achieving 

Gigabit LTE speeds. CommScope’s quasi-omni antennas offer 

two key design improvements that enable operators to minimize 

interference and enhance small cell performance. 

The first design improvement involves the placement of three x-pol 

panel antennas with 120-degree azimuth separation under one 

radome. All panel antennas are fed from the same RF input ports, 

creating quasi-omni patterns (shown in Figure 4.10). The use of 

panel antennas allows operators to utilize electrical tilt with an omni-

directional antenna to better control coverage and interference. 

to use 4x4 MIMO in the overlapping areas, making it especially 

well suited for antenna sharing, 4x4 MIMO and Gigabit LTE 

applications.

Enabling RF path sharing
As with macro cells, the number of operators sharing small cell 

locations is increasing along with the number of spectrum bands 

and air interface technologies. The volume of cabling needed to 

support the various RF elements inside the concealment poles 

is becoming a growing concern. Using shared feeders that 

allow operators to combine radios on thinner, lighter cabling is 

emerging as a key tool for operators looking to conserve space 

within the poles. 

Figure 4.10: Quasi-omni antenna and its horizontal 
patterns across various e-tilts

Figure 4.11: 4x4 MIMO small cell antenna  
(showing Port 1 and Port 3 H-patterns at 2,100 MHz)

Antenna ports

Panel direction

The second improvement maximizes the number of input ports 

to support licensed and unlicensed bands, while minimizing the 

overall antenna diameter. As seen in the V4SSPP-360S-F, the two 

orthogonal peanut-shaped patterns (Figure 4.11) allow operators 
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3/8-in. LSF2 jumpers
CommScope’s new thinner and lighter LSF2 coaxial jumpers enable 

operators to conserve space while maintaining the insertion loss 

performance of the industry standard 1/2-inch jumper. With its  

3/8-inch diameter, it is also 40 percent lighter than the 1/2-inch FSJ4, 

making it ideal for use in small cells concealment solutions. 

Ultra-compact multiband combiners
At the same time, operators must also look to reduce the total 

number of feeder cables. Multiband combiners (MBC) provide a 

good approach. Using an MBC, the outputs from multiband radios 

can be combined over a single feeder cable and the multiple  

signals are separated just before the antenna. CommScope  

has a wide portfolio of diplexers, triplexers and quadplexers  

with extremely low insertion losses. 

Among the recent advancements is a new family of ultra-compact 

multiband combiners. Extremely lightweight and with a small 

footprint, these MBC solutions are ideal for concealed small cell 

applications. They can also be used in any situation where space 

and tower loading are of concern. As shown in Figure 4.13, these 

new ultra-compact MBCs enable operators to reduce weight and 

size within the small cell housing structure by about 50 percent. In 

addition, they are highly cost effective, can be used in non-TMA 

configurations, and offer better lead times for faster ROI. 

Figure 4.13: Ultra-compact versus standard diplexer 
for the 700–800 MHz and 900 MHz bands.  

E14F05P89 
Ultra Compact               

E11F02P72  
Standard

Figure 4.12: 3/8” LSF2 Vs 1/2” FSJ4 RF jumpers

380-960/1800-2600 MHz 1800-2100/2600 MHz 1800-2100/2600 MHz 700-800/900 MHz 700-800/900 MHz

1800/2100 MHz

E14F55P08 E14F55P16 E14F55P19 E14F06P05 E14F05P89

E14F05P95

E14F06P03

E14F05P99

1800/2100 MHz

1800/2100 MHz

Ultra Compact Diplexer
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698-960/1800/2100/ 
2100-2700 MHz

1800-2600/3400-3800/ 
5100-5900 MHz

698-960/1800/2100/ 
2100-2700 MHz

1800-2600/3400-3800/ 
5100-5900 MHz

1800/2100/2300-2700 MHz

700-2600/3400-5900 MHz

1800/2100/2300-2700 MHz

1400-1800/2100/2300-2600/ 
3400-3800 MHz

698-960/1800/ 
2100/2300-2700 MHz

1400-1800/2100/2300-2600/ 
3400-3800 MHz

E14F10P59

E14F60P01

E14F10P47

E14F60P02

E14F10P54

E14F55P89

E14F10P46

E14F15P24

E14F15P19

E14F15P23

E14F15P17

E14F20P05

E14F20P06

698-960/1800/ 
2100/2300-2700 MHz

700-900/1400-1800/2100/ 
2300-2600/3400-3800 MHz

700-900/1400-1800/2100/ 
2300-2600/3400-3800 MHz

Conclusion
Small cells have evolved across different cellular generations.  

They present efficient approaches for capacity, coverage and  

latency improvements—yet the wide spread of small cells is  

usually impaired by tough challenges specific to each market.  

Still, innovation is relentless. 

Spurred by the efforts of leaders such as CommScope, 

the industry is developing new solutions to help operators 

realize more potential in their indoor and outdoor small cell 

deployments. From antennas that deliver better interference 

rejection and pattern performance to the combiners, cabling and 

concealment solutions that help speed deployment, CommScope 

is pushing the possibilities to enable a more connected future.

i  Small Cell Market Status Report; Small Cell Forum; December 3, 2018

For more information on CommScope’s entire  

portfolio of ultra-compact combiners, including those 

featured above, download the ultra-compact combiners 

solutions guide. 

Ultra Compact Triplexer and Quadplexer

Ultra Compact Combiners for 5G introduction

Why Ultra Compact Combiners?

 · Much more compact size VS Standard

 · 50% Lighter VS Standard Combiners
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